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Aims and Objectives
With this project my aims are to challenge, exercise and establish my ability and potential to
pursue a future career as a professional classical singer. By studying various elements
involved in the education of classical singers it is my intention to gain a realistic idea of
current requirements and pressures associated with both the training and profession. At the
culmination of the project one expects to have gained a workable knowledge in a variety of
subjects and skill sets in order to move further towards forging a singing career. I have
consciously chosen to work with a recommended and one, self sought out teacher to gain a
widely informed impression of the profession whilst also receiving a broad range of influence
and opinions. This will enable me to make objective and informed decisions whilst
encouraging continuous independent research, allowing for a more focused education with
individuals who are best placed to set realistic and healthy goals for my voice and practice. I
have chosen to have language lessons to grasp and attain grammatical foundations in
Italian, French and German in order to give me the ability to further my knowledge
independently and assist with repertoire interpretation. I will be using piano lessons to
increase, refresh and academies my theoretical knowledge in addition to equip myself with
the skills necessary to apply figured base which is a major component of early music.
I devised a timetable and planned provisional lessons for the period in order to spread out
my learning. I had either one to two lessons per day in different subjects and used the
weekends to acquire resources, practice, revise and where possible rest. Over the course of
the weeks the duration of vocal and coaching sessions increased in line with my vocal
stamina. This allowed me to have more practical time to make mistakes and improve without
being rushed.

Tutors
Michael J Harper

Principal Vocal tutor

Timothy Travers-Brown

Secondary Vocal Tutor

Mark Austin

Style and a repertoire Coach

Yshani Perinpanayagam

Piano Tutor and Theory

Enrico Vanni

Italian and German Tutor

Katia Mohandi

French Tutor
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Vocal Tuition
My intentions with vocal lessons where relatively simple, I wanted to have an intense period
of guided vocal practice in order to exercise and improve my voice in a safe environment
with less risk of developing bad and unhelpful habits.
I chose to work with two teachers for the duration of the project, one of which teachers
extensively worldwide and the other who continues to perform whilst being a reputable
teacher.
I started with and had the main bulk of vocal lessons with Michael Harper. We broke up the
hours over several sessions in order to give the muscles time to adjust and adapt to singing
more frequently.
Firstly Michael conducted exercises to determine the condition of my voice and what needs
to be worked on. Michael initial assessed that the areas that need work where
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating noise from upper register (clarity of sound, and less wobble)
Jaw and mouth relaxation
Less pressure in larynx
relax in between phrases and co-ordinate this with breath intake
aim for consistency in the whole range

Michael has a focus on air flow and singing “on the body”. With this he means using correct
body tension to anchor the voice.
I had stated that I wanted to use my vocal tutors mainly for intensive technical training. I
wanted my voice to improve under guidance and so preferred to spend most of my lessons
working purely on exercises that will build foundations for healthy development.
A lot of time was spent working on and refining the placement of vowels also signing from a
non explosive consonant onto a vowel. I would be set exercises with a various amount of
tones and or singing on a scale. For example
•
•
•
•

See, 5 tones descending
E- Ah-E, 5 tones ascending, descending
Hee, 5 tones descending
Ha, 5th-3rd-1st

Tongue placement was another area that required a lot of repetition and focus. Time would
be spent locating the ideal position of the head in order to give the larynx space to slide in
order to facilitate moving through and into my upper vocal register.
Singing on an NG sound would place the tongue in an ideal space. Working from and
maintaining optimum placements, I would then sing a variety of notes and scales in order to
get used to the feeling.
Exercise where tailored to improve
•
•

Dynamics
Breath control
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•
•

Articulation of the tongue
Awareness of sub glottal pressure

Michael would go between giving exercises to encourage relaxing the jaw and tongue paying
less attention to producing a nice sound, as this would encourage me to focus on the
objective of the exercise as a whole. My ability to pay less attention to the sound of my voice
improved with the feeling of technical competence.
Often when exercises where mastered to a certain level it would feel as though I was doing
nothing. This was a turning point in my technical discovery. I am very used to putting a lot of
physical effort into my voice, it transpired, as with dance, when one feels that it is easy it is
often because all technical aspects are in place and are working functionally.
The amount of exercises covered where extensive and would prove to be mentally and
physically demanding. Michael had reassured me that I was learning and developing at a
good rate and encouraged me to be more patient. As my technique improved, exercises
would become more complicated and longer to assist with coloratura. As a countertenor one
is required to sing long phrases often with quick changes of notes in order to decorate the
vocal line.
As lessons progressed I would bring repertoire that was to be worked on in coaching lessons
in order to prepare technically. All of the exercises practiced then had to be applied to the
performance of arias and recitative. This was a slow process where the score would be
worked through painstakingly slowly to ensure putting what I had leant technically into
practice. It was very easy to forget technical aspects and fall into old hobbits. The process of
being guided through ensured that the progress gained in a session would become more
habitual essentially improving my overall practice.
It is with Michael that most of my repertoire was chosen. Michael advised that it is necessary
to become very well acquainted with the works of Händel and Alto roles in choral works. The
works listed above where used to master technical challenges that are characteristic of
these works. For coloratura and long runs, it was noted that Händel would often reuse these
amongst his repertoire and as an exercise I was told to learn as many as possible in
isolation. This would also allow my eyes to become more familiar with the notes in order to
speed up my learning rate. Other techniques to assist with learning runs include
•
•
•
•

Learning the whole phrase backwards
Adding notes sequentially
Noticing the beginning and landing notes of a phrase
Apply theoretical knowledge to figure out phrasing and use of notes

In addition to singing correctly and with ease Michaels focus was on conveying a story and
using words to do this, being honest when singing by relating the text to natural human
expression and staying connected to the body to internally experience the joy of singing. He
highlighted my tendency to listen to my own voice. When listening back over the recordings
of my lessons it was very clear that the sound in my head would not be the same to the
listener. Often a nicer quality in ones internal resonating spaces would not sound as
pleasant to the listener, by trusting the guidance of a teacher and your own technique, it was
evident that I produced a sound with improved quality upon being less vain.
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I was given a lot of advice and guidance from Michael. Concepts and ideas would be
introduced into the lessons to give me a contextual understanding into his methods which
allowed me to have trust in his teachings.
Vocal lessons with Tim Travers-Brown had a more technical approach. I chose to work with
him as he is well known for successfully helping singers with technical issues. Tim was very
helpful in catering the lessons to give me a technical base from which to work from. Most of
our time was spent learning and mastering exercises for vocal power, clarity and breath
control.
Exercises for breath control and preparing the voice include
•
•
•
•

Accumulative counting from one to twenty, pulling in the abdomen as slowly as
possible
Hissing, with S, V and Z consonants
As above into vowel sounds
Rhythmical hissing to prepare the pelvic floor as a springboard

Exercises where given to improve tongue placement and articulation. Tim would employ a
kicking technique. This would be done by pulsing the lower abdomen in order to provide a
quick support for the upper register as well as finding power for singing through consonants.
The following exercise proved to be extremely strengthening and when mastered over the
series of lessons to assisted with tricky jumps between the lower and upper register.
•
•

There, tha and tho sounds (leaving the tongue close to the teeth)
Lip trils. With a Ski Jump affect. (Sliding through scales repeatedly)

Tim noticed similar aspects of my voice that needed more focus. He would encourage me to
sing bigger and to generally pass more air when singing. I found that over the period of our
sessions that my breath control increased considerably. I was able to focus my attention on
using more physical force which I find more natural and in keeping with my physical nature.
Tim’s preference was to have me keep a more closed mouth to produce a more pure sound.
This proved a challenge to me initially as I have had been working on the opposite end of the
spectrum. The benefit of Tim’s method was that I could find a healthy balance for myself and
employ it when necessary.
Tim was very happy to spend most of our session repeating and mastering exercises which I
enjoyed.
I was given a simple folk song to work on sight singing which is a skill that requires a lot of
repetition to master. Tim initially guided me through the song encouraging me until I
completed every note. This simple song is a sensible way to build on a skill that is not as
easy to master as technical exercises for example.
(See appendix; Scores f, page 27)
By relating singing to dance I was able to identify and utilise my well developed posture to
my advantage and call upon my body to assist with length and support when moving higher
up my vocal range. Little adjustments and reminders played an integral part in my adapting
and replacing of less helpful habits such as holding back vocally in order to lessen mistakes.
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As with Michael, Tim would work through small parts of repertoire that I felt I struggled with
technically and or artistically. It was not to my surprise that most of the advice received in
regards to the performance of the arias was with focus on delivery and communication.
With Tim I would spend a lot of time repeating and playing around with technical exercises in
order to gain the confidence to experiment independently with achieving different vocal
effects. This allowed me to discover things for myself which increased my confidence and
rate of improvement.
All of the technical elements that where practiced with Tim where then utilised as tools for
learning new repertoire. I found that I would not struggle as much initially when breaking
down and tackling difficult phrases or passages and I felt that I could apply a more
knowledge based approach to my work.
It is generally not advised to work with two teachers simultaneously however for the sake of
my project I felt it was important to be fed by different sources in order to enrich the learning
experience. My teachers both have very different approaches due to different schools and
personal preference. Both were aware of the fact I may be receiving conflicting information
and where happy to allow me to chose, implement or dismiss their individual methods.
Because of this I was more inclined to adapt accordingly as I could see the benefits of both
methods. I now have a vast amount of exercises, and ideas with which to practice and
progress.
Physical observations
At the commencement of vocal technique lessons I was surprised with the physical demands
placed upon my body. With initial vocal lessons there was a focus on practicing how to use
the right muscle balance for vocal techniques. My dance background proved to be an issue
as the dominant muscles developed through rigorous dance training also worked as an
inhibitor in regards to factors such as breath control and endurance. My abdominal muscle
tension had made it extremely difficult to release the diaphragm in order to allow for
maximum air intake. Habitual breathing was placed in the upper rib region as dancers are
encouraged not to allow the lower abdomen to flair out, purely for aesthetic reasons. The
affect on air retention and flow was somewhat undesirable however as was highlighted I
have the ability to manufacture an acceptable sound and have the advantage of being able
to cut through space with my voice easily. Gaining control over my physical strength became
imperative to my vocal security and longevity. Michael Harper’s approach was to give me
physical tasks whilst performing technical exercises which include
1. Hands held out to the side holding weights: This would encourage the abdominals to
release tension as I would focus on my upper body to maintain the arm position. With
this I was able to connect to the breath, sustain longer passages and have more
control moving through the middle and upper registers.
2. As above standing on a wobble bored: This had the same effect and was used with
legato exercises. The body as a whole is supported with a low level of tension,
improving posture and allowing me to judge the right and necessary amount of
physical force to exert during varying technical challenges.
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3. Sitting in a chair with a slight recline of the head: the affect of this inhibited my
tendency to tense in the back of the throat whilst moving through and into my upper
register whilst using a functional level of muscle tension for support.
4. Moving the body in rhythm: This aided my internalisation of the rhythm that I would
be singing in order to prevent speeding up due to fatigue.
With increased singing the fragility of the voice became increasingly more apparent. As a
dancer I am used to putting my body under a high amount of strain with little rest for
recovery. This approach does not transfer over to signing. My desire to sing for consecutive
hours resulted in my first bout of tonsillitis. I was forced to rest for two weeks to allow for a
full recovery. The rest period proved to be beneficial. It not only taught me to respect my
instrument more but proved that finding a rest work balance can be more beneficial in the
long term. I now adapt my practice time, singing for shorter periods more frequently and find
that my voice is more consistent with little regression.
Repertoire
My vocal range now lies at E3-G#5. My range remained the same throughout with an
improved ability to sing comfortably and with a more even texture.
This is considered a high countertenor. I have an easy upper register and strength in my
middle. My lower range is the most challenging for me although I am able to easily blend the
chest voice with my falsetto.
Over the course of the 10 weeks I worked with a variety of scores in order to become better
acquainted with various styles of notation, markings, and instructions. Using scores helped
me to have a functional method of learning terminology that I could put into immediate
practice, rather than learning by rote.
I gradually worked through the following scores in order to accommodate my technical level
and progress whilst safely pushing my abilities.

•

•
•

G.F Händel:
Il Tartara ama Asteria (recit) Bella Asteria (Aria) (from Tamerlano)
Vivi Tiranno (From Rodelinda, Regina de’Longobardi)
Cara sposa (from Rinaldo)
Frondi tenere (recit) Ombra mai fu (aria) (from Xerxes)
F.Schubert:
Nacht und Träume
B. Britten:
I know a Bank by

Other works that were used as learning tools included
•
•
•
•

G.F Händel: (Solo cantatas for Alto) Ho fuggito Amore
J.S Bach: Magnificat in D, Esurientes implevit bonis and Mass in B Minor, Angus dei
G.Giordani: Caro mio ben (arietta)
H. Berlioz : Le Spectre de la Rose (from the song cycle Les nuits D’ètè)
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Coaching
Coaching sessions are structured in a way that is extremely beneficial to the singer. Each
session would follow a similar pattern of stages
1st read through text: In order to assess diction and pronunciation
2nd sing through aria
3rd general feedback: is the aria suitable technically?
4th work through the aria from the beginning bar by bar to improve diction, phrasing and
interpretation
5th Sing again applying notes from the session
Coaching sessions require a high level of focus and concentration which can often feel
stressful. Initially I struggled to maintain confidence whilst having to repeat sections of an
aria that I could not immediately master. Over time I managed to learn to be more patient
with my rate of improvement. As more time elapsed I found my ability to apply corrections
improved significantly.
Before my first session I decided which aria I wanted to work on. I would research the opera
and read through the synopsis to place the aria into context. This would inform my
motivation when singing through the aria.
The first sessions where spent getting a command over Italian diction and practicing varying
ways of stressing consonants which would need to be adapted due to factors such as size of
performance venue.
Cara Sposa provided me with the challenge of repetition whereby I would need to implement
different thoughts and intentions using the same series of words whilst translating these
ideas’s to the listener. This is a common theme of Baroque music where the performer is
required to colour the text on top of what is generally repetitive orchestration
Breaking down scores provided a practical method to measure my theoretical knowledge
and awareness. It was brought to my attention that the orchestration also informs
interpretation for example, in the first sung passage of the aria, the orchestra is setting the
mood and therefore the singer can simply sing a sustained note on top of it. Generally at
moments where passages of the orchestration are less prominent the shift of focus will
become apparent to the listener. As a tool for applying subtle changes in this particular aria
Mark gave me the task of going through the stages of trauma.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Denial
Anger
Depression
Bargaining
Acceptance

I was advised to write out the text as a poem and practice reciting it as such in order to find
my own way of interpreting it which would then be challenged in later sessions.
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With the G. F. Handel Repertoire the approach remained the same.
Recitative work started later into the project in order to give time for translation. This is where
I feel I eventually came alive. As my command over Italian Improved I felt more comfortable
to get carried away and experiment with the delivery of the text. Learning the Recitative is a
very time consuming task as there can be many notes to learn which are often written out
individually without beams. It took me some time to become comfortable with reading 17th
century style notation. Recitative is a major component of baroque music and this is where
language studies are extremely useful. Unlike arias the text is non repetitive and often in
lengthy passages with an extensive amount of vocabulary. A command of the working
language would essentially benefit my dramatic interpretation.
(See appendix; Coaching 1a & 1b, page 17, Scores a, page 22)
Mark was very adamant that I take courage go outside of my comfort zone and move past
“just singing nicely!” This process was a slow one. As I was dealing with changes in my
voice and working with different approaches, I would often find these sessions
overwhelming. I was able to maintain a positive attitude towards the coaching as I had
noticed that with every return to an aria, there were several improvements. As my Vocal
technique improved, it was easier to play with the text and phrasing as and when prompted.
Mark would also direct me as would a conductor, giving visual and physical direction in
relation to tempo and dynamics as I worked through the text.
I decided to work on Caro mio ben, for variety in style but using the Italian language. Within
this aria there was space for Portamento and Glissando (sliding from one note to another)
which is not a characteristic of Handel and Bach’s music.
Using this as a tool Mark pointed out the structure of the score and introduced me to four
types of cadence.
•
•
•
•

Perfect; 5th Chord to 1st
Imperdect 1st (or any Chord) to 5th
Plagal cadence 4th chord to 1st
Interrupted 5th to any chord other than 1st

I would sometimes sing phrases without consonants or on a single vowel to become secure
with the technical aspects. After this was achieved we would gradually build into singing the
text. These methods gave me time to process and refine my approach to difficult passages.
Technical security on the whole would free up mental space to focus on my artistic
development.
For the purpose of working on French text I chose to sing Le Spectre de La Rose.
Technically the song was not yet suitable. We worked on French diction specifically for
singing using Spectre as a reference tool.
Key points:
•
•
•

Purity of vowels ( eliminating diphthongs)
Forward placements of consonants
French vowels: pure, mixed and nasal
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•

Brightness of A and e vowels

Due to time restraints I was unable to source suitable French Repertoire to work with. I am
now in the process of obtaining Gabriel Fauré and Duparc songs set in the appropriate voice
Fach.
As my lower register improved and became more consistent I wanted to take the opportunity
to work on “I know a bank” by B.Britten. This Aria is rhythmically challenging as the
accompaniment is not reflexive of the vocal line. There is scope for individual interpretations
as there a few marking for breath and the direction is free in a significant amount bars.
(See appendix: Scores d, page 25 & e, page 26)
Of all arias this took the longest for me to get a stage where I could sing independent of the
score.
English proved to be more challenging than I had anticipated. Our initial session on this aria
consisted of many functional techniques and ideas to successfully master this particular aria.
Main points that arose where
•
•
•

Singing through consonants e.g V’s, M’s, l’s etc
Blending high and low intervals
Use of consonants to make the text clear yet maintaining breath flow

Creating atmosphere was a main focus for this aria. By noticing adjectives in the text this
provided me with key points at which to highlight intention and create mystery and make
more interesting for the listener.
In this particular aria the notes of the recitative are quite similar. This challenges the singer
to be animated and make the text as interesting as possible. Over time I eventually felt it
necessary to literally act out the words which helped to brighten the text. Overcoming
embarrassment eventually saw me embrace the eccentric nature of operatic singing. For
one to be truly convincing, one must first convince themselves.
(See appendix; Coaching 2a and 2b, page 17)
I have become increasingly attracted to lieder. As an exercise in working with German text I
chose to sing Nacht und Träume. This song requires a command over breath control as the
phrases sung are long and sustained, with steady rises through my Passaggio (upper
register).
I became acquainted with the schwa (short neutral vowel) sound and how to approach it.
Mark explained to me the challenges with Lieder. The tradition is to stand and sing, whilst
not relying on gestures and body language to convey the mood and text.
As with the Britten, one has to be very clear in regards to intention, breaking down the text
and accompaniment in order convey the meaning of the poem.
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We worked on repeating the aria several times using different imagery and experimenting
with subtle changes in delivery with a focus on mental contrast in order for the audience to
feel and not just hear.
(See Appendix; Coaching 3a and 3b, page 17)
A song such as Nacht und Träume is to be performed at the singer’s slowest possible
speed. As with most of the repertoire I would practice at different speeds to find contrast.
This affects breath flow and phrasing and would change depending on levels of fatigue as
well as how well the voice is working at the time of performance.
These coaching sessions gave me an insight into what is expected artistically. Mark
highlighted that different conductors and directors would require a flexible way of working
and would be sure to implement their stamp upon your work. From a performance
perspective, I feel it is also important to have a firm understanding of one’s own artistic voice
in order to create a happy compromise with which both parties can come to an ideally mutual
agreement.

Piano
My first session with Yshani consisted of assessments of my theoretical knowledge and
general piano skills. We then started from scratch for the sake of clarifying and relearning
with guidance.
Playing on a grand piano provided the opportunity to correct and refine my posture, arm
positioning and finger placement. Sound quality improved immediately with the practice of
simple exercises such as being heavier handed. My dance training meant that I habitually
would not allow my arms to be as heavy as they should be.
Yshani suggested that I start sight reading straight away in order to become more proficient.
I would sight read whilst having accompaniment to prevent me from going backwards and or
slowing down.
Theory was incorporated as and when necessary in addition to when I had questions that I
was unable to answer for myself.
With the early music I had come across figured bass and was interested in how this worked.
(See Appendix; Piano a, page 18 and b, page 19, Scores a, page 22)
After having this explained to me I started to become more aware of the affect this has on
the vocal line in early music.
The main aim of my piano lessons was to assist in the learning of scores at an increased
rate. As the weeks progressed, we worked mainly on
•
•
•
•

Scales; knowing the notes, and fingering
Chords and Broken chords
Sight reading
Playing with both hands separately and simultaneously
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As I progressed through my lessons the amount of basics learnt increased. I realised the
importance and productivity of working slowly but surely through repetitive exercises that
eventually allow me to play more instinctively.
In addition to my lessons and in order to progress on my own, I was instructed to work
through two books for technique.

These books contain a vast amount of technical exercises that are designed improve and
maintain the technique for pianists. They are extremely repetitive and can potentially be
boring. I was surprised to discover how rewarding time spent at the piano became. My first
attempts to practice where painful and tedious, however I found that within the space of two
weeks I was able to sit in front of the keyboard and practice for up to two hours at a time with
great enthusiasm. With the study of piano, came a new found passion for the instrument. I
was also encouraged to find and practice songs that I liked which would provide an added
incentive to improve.
I was encouraged to learn more methodically as my natural musicality could get in the way
of learning correctly. I worked on removing a habit of guessing tones and notes on a scale
and have become more accustomed to applying my musicality where necessary and being
thorough with technical and theoretical practice. At this stage I am able to work and learn
more independently.
As an exercise for myself I would use arias that I am working on to practice playing with two
hands. The recitative from Bella Asteria provided a perfect opportunity for self
accompaniment with the figured bass.
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Language
To enhance my learning I chose to have language lessons in French, German and Italian.
As a singer I feel it is important to understand the text with which you are working in order to
aid convincing performance.
I started with Italian Lessons to coincide with the study of Italian repertoire. I had initially
wanted to learn more vocabulary and start translating with my tutor. In my first lesson Enrico
assessed my level of spoken Italian. Early on in the session it was discovered that I have
managed to learn odd bits of Italian through immersion. As I have often worked with foreign
speakers, listen and watch films in different languages I have a level of familiarity which
enables me to respond in English to various Italian questions and statements. This however
highlighted what would be a long term issue with my grasp of grammar. It was apparent that
where as I am highly competent in speaking English, my understanding of academic
grammar is very limited. It was decided that because of this I have picked up Italian but with
no concept of rules and how language is structured. With this discovery we decided to start
again from scratch, where grammatical concepts would be introduced as and when
necessary.
With Italian I was first introduced to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conjugation: To give a verb a different ending
Articles: definite and in indefinite
Basic vocabulary of actions
Sentence structure
How to ask and answer questions
Formal and informal form

The use of verb tables was a significant help in understanding conjugation and its function.
Eventually I was encouraged to translate and write my own sentences to practice and get
used to wringing in the 1st person and referring to the 2nd and 3rd
I initially struggled with understanding and applying grammatical rules as they seemed to be
new concepts.
Both Enrico and I had our own levels of confusion. From my second lesson I was able to
spell accurately in Italian when I was taking notes and writing down exercises, phrases and
sentences. Enrico commented on the fact that it is unusual for a non speaker to be able to
spell in a language that they are not well versed in. I feel that my interaction with Italian text
from Aria’s had given me an advantage in this area. The disadvantage was that the
vocabulary I do know is not yet functional. Creating links to what I already knew caused
problematic at this stage.
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I was initially surprised by how little I knew in regards to grammar in general and found that
my academic skill needed a lot of concentration and practice in order to progress with
language learning past a purely spoken level.
Over the three weeks Enrico and I worked on getting through basic and introductory Italian
for the sake of being able to construct sentences as an exercise in understanding and
putting into practice the foundations of language learning. As the lessons progressed
concepts where introduced gradually. This gradual progression allowed me to absorb
information which ensured that it became concrete in my mind. As a result over a longer
period of time I found that when reading through Italian I had a better understanding and
was able to make more sense of unknown words in context.
After a short break I moved onto German with Enrico. It was decided that it would be less
confusing than learning two romance languages (a group of languages derived from Vulgar
Latin) consecutively.
Given the previous difficulties with grasping concepts and rules I conducted a small amount
of preliminary research in order to familiarise myself with rules I anticipated being introduced.
(See appendix: language a, page 20.)
As with Italian, Enrico employed the same structure.
Some differences with German
•
•
•
•

Three gender classifications; Masculine, Feminine and Neuter
Nouns, always written with a capital letter
Case; the grammatical use of a noun in a sentence
Each noun has its own gender which must be learnt by rote

By this point in the project my rate of learning and retention had improved. My ability to
digest and apply the German language was much more efficient. With the added confidence
came a more encouraging attitude from my tutor.
French with Katia Mohandi was a somewhat different experience. Before starting lessons, I
was asked to provide a written document so that my level of French could be assessed. I
had not expected that when we went through the written text that I would make mistakes due
to mixing up French and Italian.
It was interesting to discover that as with Italian I still had the habit of responding in English.
Both Tutors try to conduct as much as the session as possible in the foreign language and
therefore require the student to respond as such. This method encouraged a more rapid rate
of retention and encourages putting the gained knowledge into practice immediately.
Over the series of our lessons, Katia provided me with worksheet, tables, pictures and
multiple choice questions to work with in my own time. In our sessions a lot of grammar was
introduced, using flashcards and interactive presentations.
I found that with the French learning, more time was needed to revise in order to retain what
had been learnt.
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Structuring sentences in French has proven to be the most difficult out of the three
languages as my rate of retention had been the slowest.
Katia introduced the Modifier; in front of the adjective. eg. Sylvie Gullem est très travailleuse
We worked on descriptions and actions in order to introduce concepts in the initial stages
and moved onto conversation regarding every day activities, work and hobbies. The rate of
learning was more in line with my rate of retention yet I have a range of resources from
which to continue to work from.
(See appendix: language b, page 21)
With all languages it was possible to gain an introduction, get an insight into the structure of
sentences, word classifications, gender classifications and regular and irregular rules. Using
this introductions I am now able to continue independent learning using workbooks, films
and audio resources.

Translation
Initial translation proved to be somewhat difficult. Some scores come with translations that
are literal. To me this can be confusing and so I attempted direct, word for word translation
of text. Starting with Italian I set out reading through or writing out the text in isolation to the
score to see if I could make sense of it without any language aid. I would fill in the words that
I was familiar with and then use dictionaries and digital translators to fill in the gaps. This
technique had its problems as in any language some words on their own have separate
meanings as opposed to when structured in a sentence.
With the continued study of language I was able to make more sense of words in sentences.
Learning the basic grammar of Italian, German and French has improved my knowledge of
grammar in general. Over time and with practice my ability to be objective and make more
sense of foreign text improved.
(See appendix: Translation a, b and c, pages 28-30)
Summary
As a whole this project has been extremely challenging and rewarding.
I had anticipated the challenge of learning a variety of skill sets simultaneously yet found that
once in the midst of all of my lessons and learning that I had underestimated the value of
time. Once moving past this initial hurdle I found I became more comfortable with accepting
that progress could only move at the appropriate rate according to work load, fatigue and
muscle development. It was with this acceptance that I was able to enjoy the demands of my
project which essentially increased my learning capacity. My love of music has only
increased with the excitement that was aroused every time a previous lesson or concept
subtly fell into place allowing me to feel more accomplished and confident.
I now have a broad range of ideas about my voice and how to approach further training and
signing opportunities. The time spent with my tutors has been invaluable in that I have a vast
amount of personal resources to continue my development and education.
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Following the advice of Michael Harper I intend to focus on Baroque and choral music for
Alto in order to become well acquainted with the music that I would be expected to sing as a
countertenor. By doing this I can focus my education in a practical and sensible direction.
As Italian was my first language progress was slow, however at this present time the lessons
learnt have allowed me to take on independent learning. Enrico suggested that I may want to
study English grammar in order to fully understand the construction of language. With both
the initial French and Italian languages, my tutors where impressed by my ability to apply the
accent and varying sounds of the alphabet. German was more challenging as I have had
much less interaction with the language in recent years.
At this stage it became apparent that my struggle to grasp language through academic
methods was due to the fact that I am a kinaesthetic learner yet I have the ability to learn
visually. I was initially disheartened that I was unable to grasp the language studies as
quickly as vocal exercises for example.
My thirst for education has been positively heightened as I have scratched the surface of
many new skill sets of which I intend to develop and strengthen in the immediate future. I
have been able to embrace that mistakes are an essential part of learning and now feel
more comfortable with taking time to develop further. The experience has had a resonating
effect whereby I am still learning from my lessons with ideas and teachings falling into place
on a regular basis.

Future aims and objectives
Now that I have completed my project I feel I have a solid basis by which to move forward. I
have been able to progress, learn and digest technical and academic learning. My aptitude
has been challenged on a consistent basis and I am now fully aware and prepared for the
amount of time and application necessary to further pursue a classical singing career. My
natural abilities had and are an asset to me yet I crave the knowledge necessary to be an
excellent performer as that remains most important to me as an artist.
Emersion has allowed me time and opportunity to tackle technical issues with guidance and
time to realise and work out solutions.
I intend to spend the coming months working at my achieved level in order to give the body
and mind time to adapt to singing more regularly. I will focus on Italian and German
language learning and interaction to increase my level of comfort with foreign language
articulation and delivery.
I am very interested in obtaining a musical qualification at a higher level which will not only
add to my credentials but will give me the platform on which to learn in a safe and nurturing
environment before seeking professional employment.
As I have a group of tutors that I feel I can trust I am confident that they will be an asset to
me throughout the process of progression as their skills have been integral in the latest
phase of my development.
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Apendix
Coaching (refer to CD for recording)
1. a) Ill Tartaro ama Asteria (recitative)
b) Bella Asteria part A (Aria)

File 1.1
File 1.2

2. a) I know a bank, sing through
b) I know a bank, after notes

File 2.1
File 2.2

3. a) Nacht und Träume technical sing through
b) Nacht und Träume exercise in intention

File 3.1
File 3.2
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Piano
a)

18

b)

19

Language
a)

20

b)

21

Scores
a)

22

b)

23

c)

24

d)

25

e)

26

f)

27

Translation
A)

28

b)

29

c)

30

